MHC and sarcoplasmic reticulum protein isoforms in functionally overloaded cat plantaris muscle fibers.
To determine whether the adaptations in myosin heavy chain (MHC) isoform expression after functional overload (FO) are accompanied by commensurate adaptations in protein isoforms responsible for relaxation [sarco(endo)plasmic reticulum (SR) Ca(2+)-adenosinetriphosphatase (SERCA) and phospholamban (PHL)] in single muscle fibers, the isoforms of MHC and SERCA and the presence or absence of PHL were determined for cat plantaris fibers 3 mo after FO. In control plantaris the relative MHC isoform composition was 23% type I, 21% type IIa, and 56% type IIb. FO resulted in a shift toward slower isoforms (33% type I, 44% type IIa, and 23% type IIb). In the deep region of the plantaris the proportions of type I MHC and hybrid MHC fibers (containing type I and II MHCs) were 40 and 200% greater in FO cats, respectively. FO resulted in a 47% increase in the proportion of fibers containing only the slow SERCA isoform (SERCA2) and a 41% increase in the proportion of fibers containing PHL. The proportions of fibers containing type I MHC, SERCA2, and PHL in control and FO plantaris were linearly correlated. These data show that adaptations in MHC isoform expression are accompanied by commensurate adaptations in sarcoplasmic reticulum protein isoforms in single muscle fibers after FO.